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Do you know where the strikingly beautiful mountains and valley

in the cover photograph are located? Most people do not, but this

brochure and map will tell you how to find and explore this secret

valley. The Surprise Valley is the location in the picture and when

you travel there you can see for yourself why the valley got its

name.
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Getting There: In California, from U.S. Hwy. 395, five miles north

of Alturas, Modoc County, take California Hwy. 299 east to

Cedarville, California. In Nevada, from Interstate 80 at

Wadsworth, 30 miles east of Reno, take Nevada Hwy. 447 north

through Gerlach, 141 miles to Cedarville.
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The Secret Valley
The mountains soar up from the valley floor like an Ansel

Adams picture. In the valley below, coveys of quail trickle

across the quiet streets in little towns. At twilight, herds of

deerjoin cattle and sheep in the green fields. No
stoplights. No sirens. Could this place be in California? It

is. This is where the highway ends. The high mountains

continue to shelter this place from the outside world. It is

so little known it could be imagined a secret valley a

surprise. This brochure will tell you how to find and
explore Surprise Valley and the wild country beyond the

highway's end.

Quiet Little towns at the Edge
of the wild west

The Byway route through the

Surprise Valley will take the

traveler along a paved country

road through quiet, small

communities of white-framed

houses, tall trees and gardens. In

this quiet place there is a feel of

the past. East of Cedarville the

paved road ends. The traveler

will sense another change, one
of entering the Wild West, for

the country ahead is tough and
unyielding.

The Back Country Byway will

take you into the fringe of this

country— not very far, but

enough to experience that urban
America is far away.



behind scenes that seem little
Changed. . . lies a story of massive
and continuing change. . . .

Near the northeastern state line

of California, the Warner
Mountain range rises as a solid

wall to almost 1 0,000
ft. elevation. When
you cross over

the ridge on
Cedar Pass to the , \ ff.

Surprise Valley

town of

Cedarville, you
journey from the

natural world of

the Pacific Coast

to a totally

different world.

Explorer John

Fremont named
it "The Great

Basin," the land

where none of

the creeks and
rivers run to the

sea. In few places on this planet

is it possible to travel so abruptly

from one type of natural world

to another. But there is another

story you will see— one of great

changes. Weather, land, plant

and animal life— every basic

part in the Great Basin has

changed since

human beings first

lived here. The
natural changes

transformed a way of

life. As change

continues, what will

be the effect on us?

Or has technology

removed us from

these concerns? At

the end of your

Byway journey of

exploration you will

have a deeper

understanding and

can ponder the

question for yourself.

A NATIONAL BACK COUNTRY BYWAY

The Surprise Valley/Barrel

Springs National Back Country

Byway is a driving tour through

this remote and rugged area. The
Bureau of Land Management has

selected this Byway as a

recreational opportunity for

people who want to get away
from crowds and experience the

West as it used to be. On this

¥x>-::x-x->:-:::-:

driving exploration you will see

clear evidence of our continent

pulling apart, of giant

earthquakes and volcanoes. You
will be able to stand on the

beach of a prehistoric lake

where people hunted Ice Age
animals, search for fossils and

prehistoric art and view where

cavalry troopers lie in peace.



the Surprise valley of the 49'ers
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In 1 849, when thousands of

men, women and children made
the Cold Rush to California, the

most used wagon train route

came through the Surprise

Valley. The Applegate-Lassen

Trail to California crossed

northwest Nevada from the

Humboldt River west of

Winnemucca. The weeks spent

crossing the Great Basin in

present day Utah and Nevada
were the hardest part of the

emigrant trip for the pioneers.

Rocky ridges, stretches of desert,

Indian attacks or fear of attacks,

hit hard at a people tired and
weakened from the long trip.

Their livestock weakened or

died and many of their

possessions had to be left

behind. On no part of their

emigrant journey did the wagon
train pioneers experience such

suffering, fear and despair. It was
an unexpected and welcome
surprise to see the trees, good
water and grassy meadows in

the valley below the high

mountains we now call the

Warners. The wagon trains

camped near the springs while

their cattle fed on lush grasses. It

was a wonderful moment, for

the pioneers believed that once
over the mountains through

Fandango Pass they would be in

California and their long, hard

journey would be over.
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HOW GEOLOGICAL FORCES AFFECT EMOTIONS

The harsh deserts and rugged

ranges of mountains are all

related to the fact that the Great

Basin is a land that is being

ripped apart. From Canada to

Mexico and from Wyoming to

California, the surface of the

region is being pulled apart east

to west by movement deep
within the earth. As a result the

surface is splitting in narrow

north-south blocks, which
extend from a few miles to

hundreds of miles in length.

Some of these long blocks are

being pushed up from below to

form mountain ridges, while

others are falling to create deep

valleys. Two of the most famous

examples of this geology are the

Grand Tetons and Jackson Hole

and the Wasatch Range and the

Salt Lake Valley. The valley of

Surprise is a block 8 to 10 miles

wide that has fallen a long way
and slowly filled with sand and

silt. Two exploration wells have

been drilled more than 7,000 ft.

without hitting bedrock. The
mountains on both sides of the

valley are rising and you may be

able to observe that the east

edge of the Warners tilts

upwards to the west almost 30
degrees.



The Warners draw much of the

moisture from Pacific storms and

cast a long "rain shadow" to the

east where little rain falls. The

rugged mountains and scarce

rain have prevented any river

from getting big enough to cut a

canyon route to the sea. All the

precipitation that falls on this

land never leaves the Great

Basin. Most precipitation falls

during the winter as snow and

only plants that can tolerate the

dry months of summer and fall

can survive. Furthermore, the

only plants and animals that

survive are ones that have

adapted to the cycles of

moisture, the inevitable years of

drought following "wet" years.

The Native Americans who lived

in the Great Basin were experts

at survival. They had to have a

willingness to adapt lifestyle to

changes in climate and a tough-

minded response to physical

challenges or threats of any kind.

The Great Basin is a valuable

opportunity to study the

interdependence of nature and

man— geological forces

affecting climate, vegetation and

wildlife. All of these affecting

people and their emotions.

Many wagon train emigrants in the 1 840's and '50's wrote

daily journals during their trip. Their words clearly record

the intense emotions experienced during their crossing of

the Great Basin.

"Reports began to reach us of hard roads ahead. . . water

but once in forty-five miles. . . In our worn-out condition this

looked discouraging and it was with a kind of dread that we
looked to the passage. . . As we slowly wound up the gorge,

scarcely able to crawl from fatigue. . .woebegone
countenances "— Alonza Delano, 1849

".
. . men quarreling about which way they shouldgo;

women and children crying. ..."— Simon Doyle, 1 849



WHY DID THOSE WHO HAD SO LITTLE
FIGHT SO HARD?

The Plains Indians of

Nebraska and
Wyoming let the

wagon trains of

the 49'ers pass

with relatively little

difficulty. But from

the time the

pioneers left the Salt

Lake Valley in Utah

until the safety of the

Sacramento Valley was
reached, the emigrants had to guard constantly against Indian attacks

and feared for their lives. One interpretation of the aggressiveness of the

Great Basin Indians relates their reaction to their struggle for survival in

a land of limited and uncertain food. While they had no riches to

protect they also had nothing to share. They fought the emigrants so

fiercely because they lived so closely to the edge of survival that any

change in their world was a deadly threat. Archaeological research and

language analysis suggests that the Indian people of the Great Basin

and the Indians who lived in Surprise Valley at the time of the pioneers

are most likely relatively recent arrivals.

FIRST PEOPLE ON THE SHORES
OF LAKE SURPRISE
am KyM-XyXv: aamam mmm!!«»::;: :W:«¥:¥:¥S»

For most of the last two million years all life on earth was affected by

the Ice Age. The climate was colder and wetter and massive continental

glaciers covered the northern part of America. As the last Ice Age was
ending about 1 0,000 B.C., the first people came and found a 50-mile-

long lake along the edge of the present-day Warner Mountains. A
number of glaciers existed in the Warner Mountains and as they melted

the water filled the valley until it spilled over into the valley to the

south. The hills around Ice Age Lake Surprise were much greener than

today and supported herds of large animals such as bison. These

animals were best hunted by groups so families joined together in clans

and built large communal dwellings next to the lake marshes. The lakes

grew smaller and smaller in the drying climate, and by the year 4,500



B.C., people were living at the edges of the present lakes in the bottom

of Surprise Valley. Sometime around 3,000 B.C., the climate changed

again and a drought of roughly 3,000 years occurred. By the end of that

time, the Ice Age animals were all gone, and only family groups of

migratory hunter-gatherers could survive in the radically changed

world. We know early Native Americans lived here but who they were

and where they went remains a mystery of prehistoric times.

THE NORTHERN PAIUTE OF
SURPRISE VALLEY

The pioneers found the Northern Paiute living in the valley and they still

live here today. Paiutes live in all

directions from the valley, except

West, which is the territory of

an unrelated group, the Pit

River Indians. Experts

believe the Paiute arrived in

the Great Basin 1,000-

1,500 years ago (500 A.D.).

The Language of Great Basin

Indians is distinct from the tribes

all around them, but is similar to

the language spoken by the

ancient Aztecs of Mexico. The
Paiute people of the valley call

themselves the "Gidutikadu,"

meaning the ground hog
eaters. The Bidwell area was one
of the major winter Paiute campsites.

These hunter-gatherer people moved with

the seasons to the best sources of food. In spring they traveled to the

Larkspur Hills (climbed by the Back Country Byway out of the Valley) to

gather food such as biscuit root onions, and wild rye and ricegrass

seeds. The warming summer days found game and roots available in

the mountains. Fall brought family groups into the canyons for berries

and wild plums. The Fort Bidwell Indian Reservation had a 1 980
population of 1 62 and contains 3,500 acres. It extends from roughly

Bidwell Creek in the town, west into the high mountains. The Cedarville

Rancheria is a separate 1 7-acre part of the Reservation system.



PIONEER HISTORY

All of the wagon train emigrants during the 1 84CS and 'SO's hurried on
to the settlements in the central valley of California or Oregon. While
Indians referred to Modoc County as 'The Smiles of God/' pioneers

called it 'The Dark and Bloody Ground of the Pacific" because of

conflicts with the Indians. Before 1 863, this fear of the Indians

discouraged homesteading and northeastern California was a

wilderness without settlements. But as a consequence of drought in the

Sacramento valley, a number of people came to Surprise Valley to

homestead in 1 863-64.

In 1865 there were

about 300 settlers in the

valley and they

petitioned the

government to send

Army troops to protect

them from the Indians.

A military camp was
established in that year

and named in honor of

prominent Sacramento

Valley citizen, John

Bidwell, who supported

their request. In 1 866,

105 Army regulars

occupied Fort Bidwell.

Serious fighting took

place in 1 866 with

many Indians and a few

whites killed. Townsend
Street in Cedarville is

named for the pioneer

settler James Townsend
who was killed in one

of these battles, which took place in a deep canyon on the east side of

the valley. Fort Bidwell was an imposing set of buildings. The bath

house was supplied by spring-fed hot water. In 1 892 the Army
presence was no longer needed and the buildings were turned into a

tri-state region Indian school and hospital.The four communities of Fort

Bidwell, Lake City, Cedarville, and Eagleville that sprung up in the

valley in the 1 860's were outposts in the wilderness. Because of their

distance from the cities in California (freight wagons took 1 7 days for



the round trip to Redding), people in the valley had to be very self-

sufficient. They produced their own lumber using water or steam

sawmills, and flour from water-powered mills such as the one still

standing in Lake City. Merchants not only sold goods, but served as

buyers of what was produced and as the valley's bankers. The valley

pioneers took the initiative to establish schools, hospitals, fire

protection, and law enforcement. Their self-sufficiency was both a

necessity and a source of pride. This outlook remains a part of the rural

west.

Surprise Valley today is "hay ranching" country. Ranchers winter their

cattle on valley pastures. "Buckaroos" turn-out the cattle to the range
around the middle of April. The BLM Surprise Area Office manages
more than 1 .4 million acres with most of it in Nevada. In September
and October, the "gathering" takes place and some of the cattle drives

back into the valley will come right down the Byway.
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BYWAY DRIVING TOUR

The Byway tour is a 93-mile loop that begins and ends in

Cedarville. Allow a minimum of three hours for the tour.

Take your time and enjoy the peace and quiet. Points of

interest are numbered in order on the route starting to the

east(CA Highway 299), but an equally enjoyablejourney
can be maoe by starting out of Cedan/ille to the north on
County Road One andfollowing the points of interest in

reverse order. The figures in parenthesis indicate the

distance between the points of interest. The mileage

begins from the stop sign in Cedarville.

1 .The big Slide

(0.4) Qn the highway east of

Cedarville look right above the

road at the mountain on the east

side of the valley where you can

see the results of a giant

earthquake. At the top of the

ridge is a sheer cliff in roughly a

semi-circle shape. The cliff

appears steeper and sharper

because it is newer and has been

less eroded by weather. Below

the cliff, the rock and earth

landslide that broke away
appears as a bumpy jumble that

goes all the way down the

mountain. No strong earthquakes

have occurred in historic times

and this slide is more than

1 0,000 years old. The slide could

have resulted when a jarring

earthquake forced a 15-foot uplift

of the ridge.

County
Road 1

h m ..EH w
Cedarville

12



2. ARE THE SHRIMP BOATS OUT TODAY?

(2.3) In the years when the lake

waters lap at the causeway you

are travelling over you might see

boats pulling nets to harvest the

fairy brine shrimp. But if the lake

is dry and you want to see the

shrimp you will have to raise

your own. Walk out and dig up

a little of the dirt that is below
the surface. If the soil is a little

damp so much the better. Put it

in a jar, add fresh water and

keep at a moderate temperature

with some sunlight. It is reported

that they taste quite muddy.

3. MIDDLE LAKE
AND THE BISON HUNTERS

(1.0) After you have passed the

east shoreline of the lake bed,

take a closer look at the

landscape. You will see sand

dunes, salt grass flats, and
bushes growing on the tops of

little mounds of soil. What
you see is the result of

the dryness of this

location but there

was a time when
the lake usually

had water and
lush green

freshwater marshes grew along

this east shore. That's the way it

was 6,000 years ago in 4,000
B.C. Archaeological excavations

in Surprise Valley have

discovered two prehistoric

villages that existed here before

the first cities and the first

civilizations arose in the Middle
East. One was located not far

from where you are now. The
clan of people who lived here

built large solid lodges with

walls and roofs of woven mats

supported by a wooden

framework. A center hearth was
surrounded by sturdy posts 6-8

feet high with the top and sides

covered with dirt for insulation.

At that time the climate would
have been somewhat cooler

and wetter, and the

landscape had more
grasses and

wildflowers. The
N^ clan was an

--? efficient size

to hunt large

animals and
archaeological excavations

found many mountain sheep

and bison bones in the lodge

fireplaces. They lived here for

centuries but their way of life

disappeared during a 3,000-year

drought, which dried up the

lakes after 3,000 B.C. We don't

know if these people left or if

they radically altered their way
of life. The Native Americans
living here when the pioneers

arrived were not the same
people.

13



4. hot Springs and Faults

(0.6) Both sides of the valley

have earthquake faults and you
are passing over one now. The
faults are very deep shafts—
sometimes hundreds of yards

wide— of crushed and ground

rock where water can sink into

the earth. When the water

reaches the deep hot layers of

rock it is heated and surges

back to the surface as hot

springs. On cold mornings

steam from these hot springs

forms a thick cloud that spreads

out for a mile like a giant flat

mushroom. There are seven

areas of hot springs in the

Surprise Valley.

5. See a Rain shadow
(3.2) Here is a good spot to see a

rain shadow -- the shadow of the

mountains where little rain falls.

The high ridge of the Warner
Mountains on the west side of

the valley draws most of the

moisture from the rain clouds

coming from the west. About 25

inches of moisture falls yearly on
top of those mountains, 12-14

inches on the west side and only

4-5 inches (in normal years) on

this side of the valley. This low

location is too dry for sagebrush

6. WINTER HOME

(1.3) This upland slope is

antelope country. Without this

type of place to come to during

winter the antelope would die.

The sagebrush here is excellent

protein food. Damp conditions

foster illness but the soils here

are a type that drain off moisture

well in winter and spring.

Finally, the brush is low enough
to give the antelope peace of

but bushes such as greasewood
can thrive. The rain shadow
effect is so severe along this side

of the valley that even a gain in

elevation doesn't overcome it.

The high ridge you can see to

the south is more than 7,500 feet

high, but no evergreen forest

grows even though it is only a

few miles straight across the

valley to the forests on the slopes

of the Warners.

V "tZ
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mind because they can see who
or what is coming from far off. In

the first part of May antelope

kids will be born here hidden

among the sagebrush. These

14



sagebrush uplands

are also important

hunting grounds for

golden eagles and
prairie falcons.

The brown-

feathered eagles

are twice the size

of hawks and

nest in the cliffs

you see in front of

you and to the north. The open

ground between bushes helps

them hunt for rabbits and

rodents for their young. If you

see a falcon cruising you may
want to stop and watch, for the

power dive of the falcon onto its

prey is one of nature's

memorable moments.

mule deer

antelope

The white flank patch distinguishes

the antelope from the mule deer

7. NEW FIELD OF GRASS

(2.3) In the decades around the

turn of the century there were
no laws controlling livestock

grazing on Federal lands. This

led to less grasses and more
brush. Increasing range grass is a

slow process in this arid land

but the effort continues every

year. All across the slope to the

south is a field of new grass—
green in spring and early

summer and tan the rest of the

year. The crested wheat grass

you see is the result of a BLM
range restoration project The
heavy cover of brush that used

to be here was burnt off by a

helicopter dropping a trail of

flame across this slope. This

2,076-acre bum and reseeding

took place in 1 984 at a total cost

of $37,000. This project

increased grass production from

about 300 to 800 pounds per

acre, providing food for cattle

and wildlife. Many patches of

brush were not burned

intentionally in order to create an

irregular mosaic pattern, which

is most beneficial to wildlife.

15



8. WILD HORSES LIVE THERE

(2.7) A small herd of 25-30 wild

horses lives to the north of the

Byway. The horses winter within

a couple of miles of the Byway
and move north into higher

country in the summer. This

herd is isolated from other

horses to the east and south.

BLM, which has responsibility

for managing the herd, views the

situation as an opportunity to

preserve and foster the primitive

color and markings

characteristic of the original wild

horses of the Mongolian plains

in Asia. These characteristics

include a dark stripe on the back

and leg stripes. Every three years

surplus horses are gathered and

offered for adoption. Contact

any BLM office for adoption

information.

9. REDWOODS AND MAPLES

(1.6) Before the Coast Range and

the Sierra uplifts, there were only

lowland hills from here to the

Pacific Ocean. About 1 2 million

years ago the warmer and wetter

hills were covered with lush

forests, including sequoias and
maples. On the BLM to the north

of the road you can collect small

amounts of petrified wood and
fossil leaves for personal use.

The leaves are located in a band
of white diatomaceous earth,

which can be seen from the

Byway just below the top of the

hill at the head of the canyon to

the north (three-quarters of a

mile). The wood is located

halfway to the leaves and can be

found by following the jeep trail

to where it ends on the top of a

knoll. Look just over the east

side of the hill top.

16



to. Canyon of the 49ers

(0.2) You are now on the

California Trail, the principle

route of the California gold rush

of 1 849. The first 49 marking on

49 rock is said to have been put

on with wagon axle grease. This

slowed erosion of the rock and today

the numbers are raised indicating the

wearing down of the rock over more
than 150 years.

("g~| »-• 49 Canyon

'NV34

1 1 . 49 LAKE
(4.9) In the days before

they reached this point,

the emigrants wrote

words such as "dismal,

horrible, and hellish" in

their journals. The recent

weeks of their journey

had been the toughest.

They had crossed the

Black Rock Desert from

the "Humbug" River

(Humboldt) and wound
through rugged canyons.

It had been months since

the pioneers had left

civilization in Missouri

and by the time they

reached this spot many
were barely making it.

The weary emigrants came straight west across the valley and 49 lake

below you. When the pioneers reached here in late summer and fall

the lake was usually dry. Cattle were dead or weak, people were tired

or ill, belongings had been abandoned. By the time they reached here

all knew the suffering of the emigrant trail. It is estimated that 1 of 1

7

died on the journey. The first view of the mountains of California was
eagerly anticipated.

To Gertach Nevada

17



12. THE MYSTERY OF MASSACRE RIM

(6.1) Unlike the hieroglyphics of

Egypt, nothing has been found to

decipher the meaning of

prehistoric Indian rock art

painted (pictographs) or incised

(petroglyphs) into the stone.

Some experts believe that they

were very important and relate

to historical events and beliefs of

personal significance. Across the

valley to the east you can see

Massacre Rim. On the mountain

is one of the Great Basin's most

mysterious petroglyphs— a

seven-foot-long fish!

Most of the top of Massacre Rim
is a BLM Wilderness Study Area

(WSA). The Bureau will manage
the area to prevent change in the

natural conditions until Congress

makes a wilderness decision.

The 101,290-acre area is one of

1 10 WSA's in Nevada. The
Bureau has recommended that

37 percent of the total acres in

the Nevada WSA's are suitable

for designation by Congress as

Wilderness.

1 3. JOHN C. FREMONT, EXPLORER

(1 0.5) The Fremont exploration

and mapping expedition came
through here between Christmas

and New Years in 1843.

Fremont writes in his journal that

they encountered very few
people in the Great Basin. But

while following a well-used

Indian trail south from Oregon into

Nevada they came across a small

band of men, women, and children

in the hills at the north end of the

valley. Fremont observed that they

reacted as if they had never seen

white people before.

18



14. We are Gritty and Bright

(1.1) Cone are the more than 40
families who homesteaded here in

Long and Mosquito Valleys. So are

the three schools and the stores at Vya
and Beulah. The story of the dreams

that did not come true here can be

repeated throughout the West.

Homesteading on Federal land had
four major peak periods in American

history. The last occurred from 1 901

to 1 921 . The Enlarged Homestead Act

of 1 909 gave settlers 320 acres of

government land and in 191 more
land was homesteaded than in any

other year in American history. For

about 1 years there was adequate

rain for crops and the spirit of these

people is reflected in the following

letter:

J
14

s*x±2 '•'

J ^

10£

Long Valley

m

^"We are starting out new in Juong ^Valley, hut we are

brave,
rWe are gritty and bright. ^"We also are true to our

valley. ^"We know you would see a apod sight ifyou rode

mwugh the sagebrush desert ofa shortfive years ago, and

see ike grain and grasses thai are now readyfor the

mower, uie gardens, thejruii and chickens, ike horses,

me -pigs and me cows, the rick loamy sod is now all

cleared and ready for the -plows. Oh, we're not asleep nor

absent but though we are slow, we are wise and ask you

to sit up and take notice, we are notfar behind Surprise"

. . . newspaper letter, dated July 22, 1 914

19



15. MIGRATION REST STOP

(6.0) As you drive on the levee over
Mosquito Lake it may be dry. But it has

water in the spring and early summer and
such intermittent lakes are hfesavers for

migrating birds. Not only is there food
here but predators are deterred by the

water and mud from sneaking up on the

sleeping birds at night. Mosquito lake is

particularly popular with shore
birds characterized

by their long legs,

pointed ana
sometimes curved
beaks. If a flock of birds

flash by displaying a

striking black andwhite
pattern you are probably

looking at a flock of willets

16. OVERLOOKING THE GREAT BASIN

(3.1) Geographical change can

be difficult to grasp— the west

stretching apart and huge, long,

side by side blocks of land

dropping or rising. But you can

see it from here. You are

standing right on the east edge of

a rising block. The west edge is

at the Surprise Valley. Below you
is a falling valley. The cliffs on
Massacre Rim to the east clearly

mark another rising block. And
so it goes all the way to the

Rocky Mountains. You can also

see how climate changes with

elevation. Very little moisture

falls in the valley bottoms. But as

elevation increases on the

surrounding uplands, snow and
rain doubles, triples and more.

Distinctive communities of

plants and trees grow on these

uplands separated by miles from

their kind. The Great Basin has

been described as mountain

islands surrounded by an ocean

of sagebrush. The dry brushy

landscape you see today is

relatively recent. It has

developed during the last 1 2,000

years or so, since the end of the

cooler and wetter climate of the

last Ice Age.
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17. ASPENS AND FAWNS
(2.1) One of the indications of

the presence of water is aspen

trees such as this grove right

beside the road. Aspen groves

are important places as they

provide food and safe cover for

many kinds of wildlife. One or

more mule deer fawns were bom
here this spring. In later summer
the does will take their youngsters

up on the mountain to the north

to feast on the later growing

young leaves.

1 8. rock Creek petroglyphs
(ROCK ART)

(4.2) Ready to get out and
explore? Follow the creek north

and in about 200 yards you will

come to a low lava cliff on the

west side close to the creek. The
meaning of prehistoric rock art is

still a mystery although a

number of theories exist. Try

your hand at deciphering them.

What do they mean? History,

religion, art, idle doodle, serious

or fun?

Why are they here? Is this a

magical place?The sharper

clearer images might have been

made in the rock art drawing

here last century; the older,

faded shapes could go back a

thousand years and more.

Might this picture mean "I

followed for 13 days and then I

killed a mountain sheep ram?"

m 4J

toad

2.1 ft

[ley \r\ Mosquito
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19. Strutting and drumming

(5.5) If you drive by here from

February to May there could be
a whole lot of strutting and
drumming going on— right by
the road. The sage grouse return

to these strutting grounds year

after year. The best way to watch
and listen is to stay in your

vehicle and use it as a bird blind.

After the mating activities are

over, the hens will go to nearby

meadows to nest and raise their

young on the insects and

broadleaf forbs like dandelions

and yarrow found there. The
sage grouse winter in the

sagebrush where they eat sage

leaves. The existence of a

mosaic of varied plants is crucial

for sage grouse and many wild

creatures. Maintaining and
improving this variety of

vegetation is a key habitat goal

for the Bureau's wildlife

management program.

20. BYWAY VOLCANO
(1.1) Every Byway could use a

volcano and at this moment you

are driving over one. About 20
million years ago a period of

intense volcanic activity broke

out in the low rolling hills of

northern California. The famous
volcanic mountains, Shasta and
Lassen, have had very recent

activity. But the volcanoes that

poured out the lava that covers

this region have been quiet for

millions of years and because of

erosion they cannot be seen. The
lava flow has hardened,

plugging the surging red hot rock

deep in the earth beneath your

feet and preventing it from

erupting and sending you into

space. Over the last 1 million

years, the volcanic activity of the

region has gradually slowed. But

it has not stopped.
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21 . Lake Surprise beach

(2.4) It is not unreasonable

to imagine that when the first

human beings came to the

Surprise Valley they walked over

this very spot! Coming over the

hills from the north they would
have seen a huge lake in front of

them with high mountains

plunging steeply into the lake all

along the west side. So they

would have come down the

easier east side of the lake. As

they walked, they could have

stepped on this very spot,

because 1 1 ,000 to 1 3,000 years

ago Lake Surprise would have

filled the valley to this exact

height. The whole valley you see

in front of you would have been
filled with water fed by rainfall

and the melting glaciers in the

mountains across the way. In

that cooler, wetter time, the

hillside would look very different

22. FEE
RESERVOIR

(0.3) Two miles down this road

is a small (no fee) campground
with water available. Before the

droughts of 1 986-92, trout were
planted, so if you find lots of

water in the lake. . .

.

23. LAKE ANNIE

from today with grasses,

wildflowers, and evergreen trees.

These people lived at the time of

the Ice Age animals— hairy

mammoths, giant sloths, camels,

horses, giant bison, dire wolves

and sabre-tooth cats. As they

looked across the rolling hills

down the east side of the lake

did they see any of those fabled

animals? Someday perhaps some
bones will be found and we will

know for sure. There are a

number of lower shorelines on
the hills indicating the various

lake levels over the centuries.

Terraces and shorelines were
created on these beaches with

the rounded gravel rocks

polished by the waves on the

beach. Can you see the brown
lake water line on the tall hill at

the north end of the valley?

^
(4.5) Lake Annie is five miles north from this junction on a good gravel

road. The lake was once a little bay on giant Lake Surprise. It is the only

freshwater part of the ancient lake that survives. You are welcome to

park on the dam and fish for trout or listen to the night hawks and
coyotes.
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24. FORT BlDWELL CEMETERY

--^CR

(0.4) The cavalry post of Fort Bidwell, established in 1 865, was a

group of rough log structures hastily erected for protection from the

Indian attacks. Life for the troopers

here was hard and dangerous with

little glory or reward. Sgt. Frank

Lewis was well liked by the

troopers. Perhaps he made their

lives a little better. But Frank Lewis

was tormented within and shortly

after Christmas in 1 877, in front of

bystanders, he shot himself to death

on the steps of the Bidwell Store.

The emotions of the troopers are

reflected in their action of raising

money to buy a tombstone befitting the man. You can see what they

said on it for yourself by going to the calvary section of the Fort

Bidwell cemetery on the hill. None of the original fort buildings

remain.

County r^

Fort Bidwell 0-*fl rr^l Road 6

.^&&f

£JU
Ml
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This historic photograph shows the parade grounds and officer duplexes.
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25. FORT BIDWELL TOWN
(0.2) There are a number of

historic buildings here such as

the hotel and community
church. Kober's Dry Goods store

(pictured above) is right on the

Byway and looks just as it did in

a 1908 photograph. It may still

have some of the same
merchandise inside. Feel free to

look in the windows. The Fort

Bidwell General Store was

advertised as 'The Fire Proof

Stone Store," as it was built with

thick walls and a fire proof roof

to withstand an Indian siege. It is

one of California's oldest stores

in continuous operation and
when it was built in 1 874 this

was truly an outpost in the Wild
West.
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26. FANDANGO PASS

(5.4) This is one of the legendary places in California history. The
Applegate brothers led the first wagon train over the pass in 1 846
bound for Oregon. Peter Lassen advertised it as an easier route to

California (wrong!) and in

the gold rush of

1849 it

was the

principle

route to

California.

The
emigrants

considered

this ridge

as part of

the Sierras

and
incorrectly

jumped to the

conclusion

that, once
crossed, the trip was almost over and without

further hardship. Crossing the pass was cause for celebration

including the 1 9th century fandango dance. The drive to the top of the

pass on the all-weather road takes only a few minutes and offers a

beautiful view. History buffs may want to search for wagon ruts where
the pioneers hitched multiple teams to a wagon to climb the steep

hillside. More than one wagon broke free to go crashing back down
the mountain. The rock retaining wall on the hillside just before the

Forest Service sign was built for the military road to Fort Bidwell.
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27. MUD VOLCANO ERUPTION SITE

(9.3) In 1951 a very unique event

occurred in the field below the

road at this location— 300,000

tons of mud and water erupted

from the hot springs midway
between the road and the

lakebed. Mud particles were

thrown about a mile into the air

and pea-sized pellets landed as

far as four miles away. Mud

28. Lake City

(1.9) Lake City today is a small

village of scattered nouses

among fruit trees and gardens.

Can you guess the reason for the

high fences? (Hint— a jumping

animal). This was originally the

main town in the valley. The
building in the picture opposite

page one is "the flourmili on
South Water Street." It was built

in 1 870 when northern

California was wilderness. There

are few remaining buildings in

California that are older.

29. CEDARVILLE

(9.0) The park on Center Street is

a nice place to picnic and lie in

the sun. There are rest rooms
and the first cabin in Surprise

Valley. The California historical

plaque tells the story. The
distinctive two-story brick

building on Main Street with the

white sidewalk balcony is the

Cressler Bonner Store and Bank
built in 1 884. In that year this

would have been an impressive

building even in Los Angeles.

cones 1 5 feet high were created,

but have since eroded down and

are covered by grass. You should

be able to make out the small

ponds in the hot water marsh.

Some of the water is near boiling

and plans have been announced
to build a geothermal electrical

plant near here.

Fort Bidwell

dango Pass

93 M siliWrt^tfJas:
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Tourist Services Information

Services

Cedarville OOESB SCD
Gasoline, Auto Repair, Grocery Stores, Motel. RV Camping, Drug
Store, Restaurants, Hospital and Walk-in Clinic, Dentist Pharmacy

Fort Bidwell

Bed & Breakfast Hotel, Grocery Store, Gasoline

RESTROOMS ct*

Cedarville Park, Fee Reservoir Campground

For more information: Contact the BLM office in Cedarville,

602 Cressler, just off California Highway 299 and clearly

signed. Telephone^ 91 6) 279-61 01 . Monday-Friday 7:30

a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

—^—

—
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CAMPGROUNDS

Fee Reservoir Campground along the Byway. Two Forest Service

campgrounds on California Highway 299 on Cedar Pass. Camping is

also permitted on the BLM land along the Byway.

ALONG THE BYWAY

Outside of die towns listed above, there are no services of any

kind.

Important Safety tips

for an Enjoyable Trjp

•"Before leaving Cedarville, check your gas level, air pressure in

your spare tire, and tire changing equipment.

**Do you have at least a gal Ion ofwater or other liquid in caseyou
have mechanical problems and have towa it forsomeone tocome
along? Ifyou have mechanical problems, raise the hood and trunk

cover as a signal for help and wait in your vehicle.

••"If mere has been a snow storm or big rain storm, check in

Cedarville about road conditions before you leave the valley.

Unseasonal snow storms may occur in May and October.

••^The road west out ofMosquito Valley is narrow and fairly steep

and not recommended for long trailers and long motor homes.
There are two improved creekbed crossings on the Barrel Springs

roadwhere the presence ofrocksmaybea hazard forvehicles with
verylow clearance.When in doubt, stop, getoutandwalk over the
road segment in question.
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WlLDFLOWERS YOU MAY SEE ALONG THE WAY

Wild Onions: Found

with or near sagebrush and have

an unmistakable garlic aroma

when crushed. The pink to

purple flowers appear in April

as a ball-like cluster at the tip of

the stem.

Lupines: These members of

the pea family grow trom 2-2 1/2

feet tall. Blooms in May and June

with purple and blue the most

common colors.

/./^

Sand Lily: A short— 6-inch -

beautiful and sweet-scented herb with

white flowers of six petals. Blooms in

April and May.

Rabbit Brush: A wide-

spread twiggy shrub with

narrow, long, silver-haired

leaves. Its golden flowers are a

feature of late summer. The

yellow flowers of sagebrush

also bloom in the fall.
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We need your help to protect our

archaeological and historic sites. Taking

arrowheads and other protected objects

is against the law and severely punished.

But more importantly, the loss or

disturbance may destroy the opportunity to make
a scientific breakthrough in our understanding of the past.

If you discover an artifact leave it in place, note its

location, and notify the nearest BLM or other Federal

office.

We have

produced this

brochure for your

enjoyment and
would like to hear

from you about

your experience on
the Byway. Also, if

you have any

suggestions on how to improve the Byway or this

brochure— let us know at the BLM office in Cedarville.

Surprise Resource Area

602 Cressler Street

Cedarville, CA 961 04
(916)279-6101

Cover photo courtesy ofJean Bilodeaux; other photos

courtesty ofModoc County Historical Museum;
wildflowers on p. 30 by May Wakabayashi

ir GPO— 1992-688-550 BLM-CA-92-GI-022-8340
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